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About KOCSEA
The KOrean Computer Scientists and Engineers Association in America
(KOCSEA), founded in 1983, is a non-profit organization of Korean American
computer scientists and engineers in the United States. The purpose of KOCSEA
is to promote communication, information exchange and cooperation among
its members and to provide opportunities for them to make contributions to
computer science and related fields in Korea and U.S.
KOCSEA consists of over 320 members at various stages in their career - from
undergraduate and graduate students, to young professionals and assistant
professors, to senior executives and professors. KOCSEA has organized annual
workshops in Korea in cooperation with Korean Information Science Society
(KISS) from 1990 to 1995 in various areas of information technologies, including
software engineering, multimedia technology, end user computing
technology, and network technology. Recently, KOCSEA members have been
actively participating in various technical activities promoting collaboration
between US and Korea such as organizing symposiums at UKC (US Korea
Conference on Science, Technology, and Entrepreneurship) of KSEA (KoreaAmerican Scientists and Engineers Association), serving on the project proposal
review panels of KOSEF (Korea Science and Engineering Foundation), and
producing research trend study reports sponsored by KOSEF and KSEA in the
area of computer and communications.
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Message from the General Chair
I am honored to invite you to the 20th KOCSEA (Korean Computer Scientists and Engineers
Association in America) Technical Symposium. This year, we will meet at Atlanta, GA, on
November 16th and 17th, 2019.
KOCSEA, founded in 1983, is a non-profit organization of Korean and Korean American
computer scientists and engineers in North America. The goal of KOCSEA is to “promote
communication, information exchanges, and cooperation among its members and to
provide opportunities for them to make contributions to computer-related fields in the U.S. and
Korea.” KOCSEA has several hundreds of members and patrons in the academia and industry.
They are the leading researchers and practitioners in the Computer Science and Engineering,
Information Technology, and Data Science fields in the US.
The annual KOCSEA Technical Symposium has been very successful in the past years by
providing opportunities to the participants in sharing their knowledge and information and
promoting excellent networking among the Korean computer science community in the US.
The 20th Tech Symposium is a one-and-a-half-day event and consists of several keynote
speeches by outstanding researchers and professors, many regular talks and posters in various
fields in computing fields. The symposium is a single-track conference to provide speakers
excellent opportunities to promote their work in front of nearly one hundred participants from
the US and Korea.
On behalf of the organizing committee members, I cordially invite you to the 20th KOCSEA
Technical Symposium. Please feel free to bring your colleagues and students to the event. We
look forward to meeting you at the symposium.
Sincerely,
Jaerock Kwon, Ph.D.
General Chair, KOCSEA Technical Symposium 2019
Vice President, KOCSEA 2019
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Message from the KOCSEA
President
Welcome to the 20th KOCSEA Technical Symposium!
It is my great pleasure and honor to welcome you to the KOCSEA Technical Symposium 2019. This annual
symposium is our flagship event gathering many Korean researchers and professionals in a wide range of
computer and information technology fields. This year’s main theme is Intelligent Computing. I have no doubt
that the KOCSEA members in the U.S. and South Korea have become the core driving forces for advancing
theories and practices in intelligent computing and related areas. Through this symposium, the participants will
be provided with a great opportunity to meet and network with fellow Korean and Korean-American computer
scientists and engineers.
This year we have invited very special keynote speakers who are leading scholars in artificial intelligence, selfdriving cars, data security, multimedia, and computer science education. Please make sure that you attend
all the keynote speeches and learn about the cutting-edge technology and research.
The technical sessions cover topic areas that are key to the future of intelligent computing such as AI/Machine
Learning, Security, Big Data and Data Science. This year especially we put an emphasis on a professional
networking opportunity by assigning more time for lightning talks and posters than any other symposium in the
past. We are sure that these times will be valuable for everyone and hope that they will be fruitful for all.
We would like to appreciate our sponsors: Samsung Research, KSEA, KUSCO, KAKAO, Hyundai Motors, Samsung
Card, Coupang, Joon-Ang Ilbo, Pacific City Bank, LG Electronics, and Dr. Chung Moon Jung family. The 20th
KOCSEA Symposium and Korean CS Student Scholarship wouldn’t be possible without them.
Organizing a one-and-a-half day event like this requires quite some time and effort. I would like to express my
sincere gratitude to the organizing committee members and volunteers who have devoted their time and
energy for this wonderful annual event.
I hope you enjoy the symposium and make many meaningful connections for your research, teaching and
career in your fields.
Sincerely,
Jeho Park, Ph.D.
President of KOCSEA 2019
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20th KOCSEA Technical Symposium Program
2019 KOCSEA Program: Day 1, November 16, 2019 (Saturday)
Session
Time
Speaker (Affiliation): Talk Title
Registration & Breakfast
08:00 - 08:40 Registration & Breakfast
Opening Remarks
08:40 - 08:50 Jeho Park, President
Welcoming Remarks
08:50 - 09:00 Jeik Cho, Consulate General of the Republic of Korea in Atlanta
Session 1: Data Science I
09:00 - 9:45
- Sookyung Kim (Lawrence Livermore National Lab), "Learning to Focus and
Track Extreme Climate Events"
Session Chair:TBA
- Taeheon Kim (Uber), "Challenges in Mobile-AR applications"
- Joanne Kim (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), "Optimizing 3D
structure of H2O molecule using DDPG"
Break
09:45 - 10:00 Short Break
Keynote 1
10:00 - 10:40 Dr. Kyung Dong Ryu (Google)
Session 2: Artificial
10:40 - 11:25 - Kangwook Lee (University of Wisconsin Madison), "Information Theory and
Inteliigence & Big Data I
Coding for Machine Learning at Scale"
Session Chair: TBA
- Jongyeop Kim (Southern Arkansas University), "Automated Configuration
Parameter Classification Model for Hive Query Plan on the Apache Yarn"
- Taeho Jung (University of Notre Dame), "Developing Secure Multiparty
Computation with the Minimum Communication Round"
Keynote 2
11:25 - 12:05 Dr. Cyrus Shahabi (University of Southern California)
Lunch
12:05 - 01:40 Lunch & Poster Installation
Session 3: Artificial
01:40 - 02:30 - Myungha Jang (Facebook), "Controversy Detection on the Web"
Inteliigence & Big Data II
- Byoung-Do Kim (University of Southern California), "Advanced Research
/ Security
Computing Platform with Hybrid Cloud Solutions"
Session Chiar: TBA
- Tae Oh (Rochester Institute of Technology), "Intelligent Mobility Cane Lessons from Usability Testing of Haptic Notification System"
- Jihie Kim (Dongguk University), "AI & IoT for Social Good"
Short Break
02:30 - 02:50 Short Break
Session 4: Lightning talks 02:50 - 04:20 - Hyodong Lee (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), "Topographic deep
Session Chair: TBA
artificial neural networks reproduce the hallmarks of face processing in
primate inferior temporal cortex"
- Narae Lee (Georgia Tech), "Artificial Intelligence - Pac-Man game"
- SoRa Han (SunMoon university), "The Genome Analysis of the Plant and
Algae Polysac-charide Utilisation Loci (PUL) of Mucilaginibacter sp. PAMC
26640 Isolated from an Arctic Lichen"
- Youngwoo Cho (LLNL), "Progressive Up-sampling Audio Synthesis via
Effective Adversarial Training"
- Myounggyu Won (University of Memphis), "Low Cost WiFi-Based Traffic
Monitoring System Using Deep Learning"
- Jonathan Kim (CSX Technology), "My Journey From Student to Full Stack
Development"
- Dong Yeob Kim (Edison Energy), "Why & How I decided to pursue my
Master's in CS as a Data Scientist with non-CS degree"
- Jeongkyu Lee (University of Bridgeport), "Developing CS curriculum for High
School Students using Autonomous Car Project"
- Young Choi (Regent University), "An Ideal Data Science Curriculum Design
Model and Some Outstanding Issues"
- Baek-Young Choi (University of Missouri-Kansas City), "Toward Digital
Equity: Technology Education for Women in Transition"
- Eunyoung Jang (University of Wisconsin-Witewater), "Our Twitter Hashtag:
Understanding Public Perception of Immigrants and Refugees"
- Yanghee Kim (Northern Illinois University), "Designing child/robot
interaction and measuring engagement"
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Session 5: Poster
Keynote 3
Sponsor Talks
Session Chair: TBA
Banquet

04:20 - 05:30
05:30 - 06:10
06:10 - 06:15
06:15 - 06:20
06:20 - 06:25
06:25 - 06:30
06:30 - 09:00

- SungChul Lee (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater), "Computational
Thinking for K-2 Kindergarteners"
- Jongpil Cheon (Texas Tech University), "Computational Thinking (CT) in K12: Can we identify and improve CT?"
- Eunjee Song (Baylor University), "Model-driven Test Generation"
- Kyungbin Kwon (Indiana University), "Evaluation of Computational
Thinking Reflected in Scratch Projects'
- Jeehyeong Kim (Kennesaw State University), "Genetic deep learning to
wireless resource allocation"
- Chol Hyun Park (University of Nevada Las Vegas), "Renewable Energy
transaction on BlockChain"
- Jinoh Kim (Texas A&M University-Commerce), "Machine Learning for
Cybersecurity Analytics"
- Nathan Byun (Honeywell), "AI Robot Development in Warehouse
Automation"
- Hun-Jeong Kang (US Bank), "Business Operation Optimization Based on
Machine Learning"
- Seungwon Yang (Louisiana State University), "An End-to-End Framework
for Detecting Fake News in Social Media duringNatural Disasters"
- Jongwook Woo (California State University Los Angeles), "Big Data
Predictive Analysis using Deeplearning on Spark"
- Donghoon Kim (Arkansas State University), "Search Prevention with
Captcha against Web Indexing"
- Jeonghyun Joo (Korea Air Force Academy), "An Evaluation Measure of the
Test Data Quality"
- Mingon Kang (University of Nevada, Las Vegas), "PAGE-Net: Interpretable
and Integrative Deep Learning for Survival Analysis Using Histopathological
Images and Genomic Data"
- Elden Park (University of Southern California) "Next-generation web:
Decentralized knowledge base"
- Chan Park (University of California, Riverside), "Development of Natural Gas
Fuel Quality Sensor"
Poster
Dr. Li Xiong (Emory University)
TBA
Banquet with Scholarship Award Ceremony
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2019 KOCSEA Program: Day 2, November 17, 2019 (Sunday)
Session
Time
Speaker (Affiliation): Talk Title
Registration & Breakfast 08:00 - 08:40 Registration and Breakfast
Keynote 4

08:50 - 09:30

Dr. Yoonsuck Choe (Samsung)

Keynote 5

09:30 - 10:10

Dr. Chan Mo Park (Postech)

Short Break

10:10 - 10:20

Short Break

Session 6: Data Science II
Session Chair: TBA

10:20 - 11:00

Short Break

11:00 - 11:20

- Seon Ho Kim (University of Southern California), "Spatial Coverage
Measurement of Geo-Tagged Visual Data"
- Dal Hyung Kim (Kennesaw State University), "Image Registration for
fluorescence-based brain images in larval zebrafish"
- Sejun Song (University of Missouri Kansas City), "ICE-MoCha: Intelligent
Crowd Engineering using Mobility Characterization and Analytics"
Short Break

Session 7: Data Science
III & Security
Session Chair: TBA

11:20 - 12:10

Lunch

12:10 - 01:50

Closing Remarks

01:50 - 02:00

- Glenn Ko (Harvard University), "Accelerating Bayesian Modeling and
Inference"
- MinKyoung Kang (Microsoft), "The Effect of Active User Counts on Revenue:
A Case Study on Office 365"
- Byung-Hak Kim (Alpha Health, formerly Udacity), "LumièreNet and after!"
- Chung Sam (City University of Seattle), "Blockchain and Cloud Computing for
Future FinTech Information Systems"
Lunch / Award Ceremony
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Keynotes
1.

Dr. Cyrus Shahabi
Professor and The Chair of the Computer Science Department,
Director of the Integrated Media Systems Center (IMSC),
USC’s Viterbi School of Engineering

Transportation Data, Applications & Research
for Smart Cities
Abstract:
In this talk, I first introduce the Integrated Media Systems Center (IMSC), a data science research center
at USC that focuses in data-driven solutions for real-world applications. IMSC is motivated by the need to
address fundamental Data Science problems related to applications with major societal impact. Towards
this end, I delve into one specific application domain, Transportation, and discuss the design and
development of a large-scale transportation data platform and its application to address real world
problems in Smart Cities. I will then continue covering some of our fundamental research in this area, in
particular: 1) traffic forecasting and 2) ride matching.
Short Bio:
Cyrus Shahabi is a Professor of Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Spatial Sciences; Helen N.
and Emmett H. Jones Professor of Engineering; the chair of the Computer Science Department; and the
director of the Integrated Media Systems Center (IMSC) at USC’s Viterbi School of Engineering. He was
co-founder of two USC spin-offs, Geosemble Technologies and Tallygo, which both were acquired, in July
2012 and March 2019, respectively. He received his B.S. in Computer Engineering from Sharif University of
Technology in 1989 and then his M.S. and Ph.D. Degrees in Computer Science from the University of
Southern California in May 1993 and August 1996, respectively. He authored two books and more than
three hundred research papers in databases, GIS and multimedia with more than 12 US Patents.
Dr. Shahabi has received funding from several agencies such as NSF, NIJ, NASA, NIH, DARPA, AFRL, NGA
and DHS as well as several industries such as Chevron, Google, HP, Intel, Microsoft, NCR, NGC and Oracle.
He was an Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems (TPDS) from 2004 to
2009, IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering (TKDE) from 2010-2013 and VLDB Journal
from 2009-2015. He is currently the chair of ACM SIGSPATIAL for the 2017-2020 term and also on the
editorial board of the ACM Transactions on Spatial Algorithms and Systems (TSAS) and ACM Computers
in Entertainment. He is the founding chair of IEEE NetDB workshop and also the general co-chair of
SSTD’15, ACM GIS 2007, 2008 and 2009. He chaired the founding nomination committee of ACM
SIGSPATIAL for its first term (2011-2014 term). He has been PC co-chair of several conferences such as
APWeb+WAIM’2017, BigComp’2016, MDM’2016, DASFAA 2015, IEEE MDM 2013 and IEEE BigData 2013,
and regularly serves on the program committee of major conferences such as VLDB, SIGMOD, IEEE ICDE,
ACM SIGKDD, IEEE ICDM, and ACM Multimedia.
Dr. Shahabi is a fellow of IEEE, and a recipient of the ACM Distinguished Scientist award in 2009, the 2003
U.S. Presidential Early Career Awards for Scientists and Engineers (PECASE), the NSF CAREER award in 2002,
and the 2001 Okawa Foundation Research Grant for Information and Telecommunications. He was also
a recipient of the US Vietnam Education Foundation (VEF) faculty fellowship award in 2011 and 2012, an
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organizer of the 2011 National Academy of Engineering “Japan-America Frontiers of Engineering”
program, an invited speaker in the 2010 National Research Council (of the National Academies)
Committee on New Research Directions for the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, and a
participant in the 2005 National Academy of Engineering “Frontiers of Engineering” program.
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2.

Dr. Li Xiong
Professor of Computer Science
Department of Computer Science
Department of Biomedical Informatics
Emory University

Enabling Health Data Science with Differential Privacy
Abstract:
The accelerated adoption of electronic health records (EHR) provides enormous opportunities for datadriven health research. One of the critical challenges in such data use is to ensure appropriate privacy
protection of human subjects. Even aggregated information or machine learning models trained from
the data can be used to infer sensitive information in the original data. In this talk, I will give an
overview of the statistical differential privacy framework and its applications for privacy-preserving
health data science. I will present several case studies using EHR including: 1) learning frequent
temporal patterns in the centralized setting, 2) discovering phenotypes using tensor factorization in the
federated setting across multiple sites. I will discuss the feasibility of the solutions while outlining their
limitations and open challenges.

Short Bio:
Dr. Li Xiong is a Professor of Computer Science and Biomedical Informatics at Emory University. She held
a Winship Distinguished Research Professorship from 2015-2018. She has a Ph.D. from Georgia Institute of
Technology, an MS from Johns Hopkins University, and a BS from the University of Science and
Technology of China, all in Computer Science. She and her research lab, Assured Information
Management and Sharing (AIMS), conduct research on algorithms and methods for big data
management, data privacy and security, in the context of spatiotemporal and health data. She has
published over 120 papers and received five best paper awards. She currently serves as associate
editor for IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering (TKDE), program co-chair for ACM
SIGSPATIAL 2018, 2020 and 2021, program vice-chair for IEEE International Conference on Data
Engineering (ICDE) 2020, and on many program committees for data science and data security
conferences. Her research is supported by National Science Foundation (NSF), AFOSR (Air Force Office
of Scientific Research), National Institute of Health (NIH), and Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Institute (PCORI). She is also a recipient of Google Research Award, IBM Smarter Healthcare Faculty
Innovation Award, Cisco Research Award, AT&T Research Gift, and Woodrow Wilson Career
Enhancement Fellowship. She is an ACM distinguished scientist.
His online deep learning course, https://www.youtube.com/user/hunkims has more than 4M views and
27K subscribers. Further information is available at http://www.cse.ust.hk/~hunkim
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3.

Dr. Yoonsuck Choe
Corporate Vice President,
Samsung Research Artificial Intelligence Center
Professor and Director of the Brain Networks Laboratory,
Texas A&M University

AI Research Activities at Samsung Research

Abstract:
In this talk, I will briefly discuss on-going AI-related research activities at the Samsung Research AI Center.
Samsung Research (SR), established in 2018, is a premier research organization for Samsung Electronic’s
SET (end-product) division. The SR AI center conducts research in vision, language, big data, and
machine learning, contributing to current and future Samsung products and services. SR AI center also
coordinates research efforts at Samsung’s 6 global AI centers (Cambridge, Moscow, Toronto, New York,
Montreal, and Silicon Valley).

Short Bio:
Yoonsuck Choe is a Corporate Vice President at Samsung Research Artificial Intelligence Center (2017present), and a Professor and Director of the Brain Networks Laboratory at Texas A&M University (2001present). He received his M.A. and Ph.D. degree in computer science from the University of Texas at Austin
in 1995 and 2001, respectively, and his B.S. degree in computer science from Yonsei University in 1993. His
research interests are in neural networks and computational neuroscience, and he published over 100
papers on these topics, including a research monograph on computations in the visual cortex. He served
as program chair and general chair for IJCNN (2015 and 2017, respectively), and served on the editorial
board of the INNS journal Neural Networks and IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and Learning
Machines.
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4.

Dr. Chan-Mo Park
Professor Emeritus (Former President), POSTECH
Chancellor, PUST

Current Status of ICT and Computer Education in
DPRK
Abstract:
DPRK which used to be called a hermit country has been changing slowly after Kim Jong Un took over in
2011. In particular scientists and engineers are considered very important in their economic development
and Kim Jong Un carried out many projects for the scientists and engineers such as establishing Future
Scientists Street, Sci-Tech Complex and Ryomyong Street. In this presentation recent changes in DPRK are
introduced before current status of ICT and computer education is discussed.
Due to poor economic conditions and various restrictions hardware technology in DPRK is behind
advanced countries but software technology is well developed because of their strong background on
mathematics and basic sciences. For example Silver Star computer Go game won the first prizes in the
world-wide computer Go game competitions for several years and various teams of college students
won the first prizes in the International software competitions. DPRK government initiated National
Program Competition and Exhibition in 1990 and has been holding it every year even during the period
of ‘March of Suffering’. Although DPRK is capable of providing Internet service to their people technically
general people are restricted to use Intranet for political reasons. Foreigners and selected people in DPRK
are allowed to use Internet.
Computer education starts from the 3rd grade in an elementary school in DPRK. Those who are interested
in computers can join one of the computer clubs in the extra curricula organizations such as
Mangyongdae School Chldren’s Palace. DPRK established secondary schools for gifted talents in
computer skills that teach higher level subjects. Computer science education in universities is similar to
that of Western countries. In this presentation computer science education in some of the prestigious
universities including KISU, KUT and PUST will be described.

Short Bio:
Dr. Chan-Mo Park was the 4th President of Pohang University of Science & Technology (POSTECH). After
retiring from POSTECH in 2007 Prof. Park served as a Special Advisor on S & T to the President of Republic
of Korea (ROK) before he assumed a Chancellor position with Pyongyang University of Science &
Technology (PUST), a unique private and international university in DPRK since October 2010.
Prof. Park received his B.S. degree from Seoul National University and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from
University of Maryland, College Park. He earned an Honorary Doctor of Letters degree from the University
of Maryland University College in 2001 in recognition of his scholarly achievements and distinguished
service.
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Dr. Park’s experience includes professorships in Computer Science both in U.S.A. and Korea. His research
interests are Computer Graphics, Virtual Reality, System Simulation and Science Diplomacy. For the past
several years, he has been involved with research activities concerning IT development in DPRK including
a joint research with Pyongyang Informatics Centre (PIC) for 7 years.
Dr. Park was decorated by ROK with the National Order of Camellia in 1986 for his contributions to the
advancement of S & T in Korea and received the Teacher of the Year Award from The Catholic University
of America in 1987. In June 2005 he was decorated by ROK with the Blue Stripes Order of Service Merit for
his contributions on IT development in Korea and collaborations with DPRK. Prof. Park also received the
International Alumnus Award from the University of Maryland, College Park in April 2009 for providing
significant leadership to another country’s educational, cultural, social and economic development. In
November 2018 Chancellor Park received the Dosan Education Award from Dosan Academy in Seoul,
Korea for his contribution to the Advancement of Science and Technology in Korea, Manpower
development and Inter-Korean Collaboration on Information Technology.
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Abstracts | Talks
Shown in the order of presentation

1.

Sookyung Kim (Lawrence Livermore National Lab), "Learning to Focus and Track Extreme Climate
Events"
Extreme climate event tracking has unique challenges compared to other visual object tracking problems,
including a wider range of spatio-temporal dynamics, the unclear boundary of the target, and the shortage
of a labeled dataset. We propose a simple but robust end-to-end model based on multi-layered ConvLSTMs,
suitable for climate event tracking. It first learns to imprint the location and the appearance of the target at
the first frame in an auto-encoding fashion. Next, the learned feature is fed to the tracking module to track the
target in subsequent time frames. To tackle the data shortage problem, we propose data augmentation based
on conditional generative adversarial networks. Extensive experiments show that the proposed framework
significantly improves tracking performance of a hurricane tracking task over several state-of-the-art methods.

2.

Edward Choi (Google), "Learning the graphical structure of electronic health records"
Learning useful patterns from electronic health records (EHR) is rapidly becoming an important topic in both
academia and industry. A recent study showed that utilizing the graphical structure underlying EHR data
improves the performance of prediction tasks such as heart failure diagnosis prediction. However, EHR data
do not always contain the complete structural information. Moreover, when it comes to claims data, they do
not have any structural information to begin with. Under such circumstances, can we still do better than just
treating EHR data as a flat-structured bag-of-features? In this paper, we study the possibility of learning the
implicit structure of EHR by using Transformer on 3 different experiments based on public electronic health
records. Specifically, we make a connection between graph networks and Transformer, then use a variant of
Transformer on encounter-based prediction tasks such as medication prediction and missing code prediction.
Our model empirically demonstrates superior performance to previous approaches on two publicly available
EHR datasets, indicating that it can serve as an effective general-purpose representation learning algorithm
for EHR data.

3.

Joanne Kim (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), "Optimizing 3D structure of H2O molecule using
DDPG"
Conventional methods to predict 3D structure of molecule are based on iterative stochastic opti- mization
techniques based on energy calculation using physics-based electronic structure modeling such as DFT or MD.
Therefore, computing cost of physics-based modeling is significantly depended by the number of iterations to
calculate energy until the total energy of structure is converged. As the cost-efficient alternatives, we propose
a novel RL-based algorithm to optimize 3D structure of single H2O molecule based on DDPG (Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient) method. To demon- strate the efficiency of our model, we predicted 3D structure
of H2O molecule and compared with results from the conventional DFT calculation. Our experiments show that
our model succeed to predict 3D structure of H2O molecule which is identical with the results from DFT
calculation.

4.

Kangwook Lee (University of Wisconsin Madison), "Information Theory and Coding for Machine Learning
at Scale"
In this talk, I will present the role of information theory and coding for enabling machine learning at scale. In
the first part, I will talk about the role of information theory in understanding machine learning problems and
designing efficient machine learning algorithms. Particularly, I will discuss the case of social recommendations,
in which recommendation is made based on observed ratings and a social network graph. In the second part,
the role of coding in building large-scale machine learning systems will be presented. I will talk about the recent
developments in coded computation, a principled interface between distributed systems and coding theory.
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I will conclude with some future research directions on how ideas from information theory and coding can
have a significant impact on future machine learning algorithms and systems.

5.

Jongyeop Kim (Southern Arkansas University), "Automated Configuration Parameter Classification
Model for Hive Query Plan on the Apache Yarn"
This research proposed an automated configuration parameter classification model to arrange optimized Hive
Query processing environment on the Apache Hadoop Distributed File System. In this model, the Analysis
statistic command issued to measuring expected performance for the Hive tables on the Hadoop yarn
platform with varying combinations of parameter configuration. The e-heuristic methodology is applied to
effectively shrinking parameter search space during automated tuning process. We controlled the transition
between evaluation spaces using one main parameter and one auxiliary parameter that are expected to
reach the global optimum in each evaluation space. This model identifies the Hive parameters that access
Hive table optimally and expects to improve query execution time by 15% against to the default Hive settings.

6.

Jounsup Park (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), "View Prediction for 360-degree Video
Streaming"
As more creative and diverse multimedia contents emerge after the video streaming services started,
streaming of 360-degree videos will open a new era of multimedia experiences. However, it requires larger
bandwidth and less latency than the conventional video streaming systems. The rate adaptation of tiled videos
and the view prediction techniques are used to solve the problems. In addition to requiring the larger
bandwidth and lower latency, 360-degree video streaming systems require the interaction between the server
and the clients to report the current view information to the server. Because of a latency between the server
and the clients, the view feedback information cannot be directly applied to the regional quality control of
the 360-degree videos. Therefore, the prediction of future view is necessary for the 360-degree video streaming
systems. In this work, we generate a view transition model based on the object tracking result in the 360-degree
video and use this information to predict the future views.

7.

Myungha Jang (Facebook), "Controversy Detection on the Web"
Navigating controversial topics on the Web encourages social awareness, supports civil discourse, and
promotes critical literacy. While search of controversial topics particularly requires users to use their critical
literacy skills on the content, educating people to be more critical readers is known to be a complex and longterm process. Therefore, we are in need of search engines that are equipped with techniques to help users to
understand controversial topics by identifying them and explaining why they are controversial. In this talk, I will
introduce the history of research for identifying controversy in several medium including Wikipedia, social
media, and Web pages as well as remaining challenges to be tackled.

8.

Taeheon Kim (Uber), "Challenges in Mobile-AR applications"
Despite the fact that almost every mobile device these days allow hand-held augmented reality(AR), a
significant portion of users are not using AR in their daily lives. This talk provides a list of challenges that current
mobile AR developers are facing and a few attempts on how they are trying to solve them.

9.

Byoung-Do Kim (University of Southern California), "Advanced Research Computing Platform with Hybrid
Cloud Solutions"
In this talk, we will illustrate various approaches of building more inclusive computational ecosystem that
leverages on-premise high-performance computing systems and private cloud solutions.

10.

Tae Oh (Rochester Institute of Technology), "Intelligent Mobility Cane - Lessons from Usability Testing of
Haptic Notification System"
Some smart cane designs use simple audio or vibration feedback to inform the user of upcoming obstacles in
addition to their white cane functionality. People in the blind and visually impaired community have not widely
adopted these designs in part by their challenges delivering clear obstacle notifications to the user. In this user
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study, we developed a smart cane prototype called an Intelligent Mobility Cane (IMC) in which we explored
a haptic vibration notification system on the IMC’s handset. The notification system consists of two haptic
vibrators on the handset and they vibrate to inform the user when an obstacle is detected. Eleven participants
of the blind (8) and low vision (3) provided their feedback on the IMC’s haptic notification capabilities by
navigating in an indoor obstacle path that consisted of a table and garbage bins. A majority of participants
found that the prototype delivered clear notifications of upcoming obstacles. Our contribution also shares the
lessons learned gained from observing our participants’ behavior and reactions and improving our evaluation
procedures as a result of this experience. As well, feature suggestions were provided to improve the IMC.

11.

Jihie Kim (Dongguk University), "AI & IoT for Social Good"
IoT applications such as smart home and health are attracting a significant amount of attention. Our goal is to
generate an intelligence platform that makes use of various sensor data and generates novel user values.
Especially socially vulnerable groups such as isolated elderly and may need more attention for safety and
emotional care. We discuss how intelligence techniques including data analytics, natural language
processing, and automated control of things can improve IoT experiences.

12.

Dong Yeob Kim (Edison Energy), "Why & How I decided to pursue my Master's in CS as a Data Scientist
with non-CS degree"
During my lightning talk, I will be going over why & how I started my Master's program in Computer Science
(Online) at Georgia Tech this fall. I hold my bachelor's in Industrial Engineering and currently work as a Data
Scientist in Boston. During this lightning talk, I will be going over the motivation behind pursuing my master's in
computer science and why I decided to pick the OMSCS (Online Master of Science in Computer Science)
program at Georgia Institute of Technology Specifically.

13.

Jeongkyu Lee (University of Bridgeport), "Developing CS curriculum for High School Students using
Autonomous Car Project"
The main objective of this project is to provide theoretical background of CS and practical experience on
emerging technology (i.e., autonomous car and deep learning) to students who are interested in CS. Through
hands-on exercise labs and autonomous car project, students become familiar with data science and
technology, and apply them to real world problems.

14.

Young Choi (Regent University), "An Ideal Data Science Curriculum Design Model and Some
Outstanding Issues"
This talk will discuss an ideal Data Science curriculum design model and some outstanding issues.

15.

Myunghwan Park (Korea Air Force Academy), "Main cause of missing errors during testing"
The goal of software testing is to find errors in the software program. If errors exist, it is important to remove them
before the software is released. Thus, much work has focused on improving the software testing process.
However, even with the most rigorous testing processes, it is very difficult to catch all errors in the software. If a
test does not reveal all of the errors in the software, why does it fail to do so? To answer this question, we
investigate the reasons behind missing errors during testing. The results of our investigation yield three key
conclusions. First, the main cause of missing errors is non-execution of the errors during testing. Second, only a
small number of test cases have a relatively good ability to catch errors in catching errors. Third, some errors
are very easy to catch whereas others are extremely difficult to catch.

16.

Jihun Yu (Hyprsense), "Virtual Beings"
Virtual Beings are emerging in multiple industries such as live streaming and hospitality. In this talk, I will cover
the latest trends of the virtual beings such as virtual youtuber and virtual avatars and the recent breakthrough
of the technology which make it possible for real-time rendering/animiation of the virtual beings.

17.

Baek-Young Choi (University of Missouri-Kansas City), "Toward Digital Equity: Technology Education for
Women in Transition"
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In this talk I will introduce our current NSF project on technology education for underserved populations,
particularly for formerly incarcerated women, which is aimed at enhancing digital equity in mid-western states
of USA.

18.

Yanghee Kim (Northern Illinois University), "Designing child/robot interaction and measuring
engagement"
This study investigated data analytic approaches to assessing young children’s engagement in collaborative
activities mediated by a humanoid robot. Three sources of multimodal data were collected during the sessions,
including the children’s voices, kinesics, and utterances. To develop our analytic models, we took a case-study
approach and looked closely into four multimodal behaviors during three conversational sessions, which were
coded by human annotation and automatic speech recognition. Information-theoretic methods were used
to uncover nonlinear dependencies (called mutual information) among the multimodal behaviors of each
child. From this information, and also grounded in the theory of engagement, we derived a model to compute
a compound variable of engagement. This model computed engagement trends of each child, the
engagement relationship between the children within a pair, and the engagement relationship with the robot
over time. The computed trends corresponded well with the data from human observations. This approach has
implications for quantifying engagement from rich and natural multimodal behaviors.

19.

SungChul Lee (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater), "Computational Thinking for K-2 Kindergarteners"
This project aims to provide k-2 Kindergarteners with an opportunity to develop one such foundational
competency “computational thinking” while children
learn multidisciplinary knowledge and skills. We apply pedagogical strategies such as interest-driven
learning, embodied learning and problem-based learning, to make meaningful learning for k-2
Kindergarteners.

20.

Jongpil Cheon (Texas Tech University), "Computational Thinking (CT) in K-12: Can we identify and
improve CT?"
Computational thinking (CT) is one of the emerging problem-solving skills that need be acquired by the new
generations of students to participate in our digital-driven world, and computer science courses have been
incorporated into K-12 education. Numbers of research studies have been conducting to (a) evaluate CS
curriculum with teachers’ and students’ perceptions in K-12 setting, (b) identify challenges students are facing
in CT concepts, (c) find out patterns of problem-solving procedure, (d) determine significant CT components
to influence problem-solving self-efficacy, (e) develop a CT measurement instrument, and (f) seek appropriate
instructional strategies to improve CT concept and practice. I would like present key findings and seek
collaboration for future research.

21.

Eunjee Song (Baylor University), "Model-driven Test Generation"
This talk briefly describes our research on generating unit tests from a precisely defined UML design model.
We use the model information specified in class diagram, sequence diagrams, and OCL constraints to
generate test cases with relevant JUnit test files.

22.

Kyungbin Kwon (Indiana University), "Evaluation of Computational Thinking Reflected in Scratch Projects'
Accurate evaluation of computational thinking (CT) is the prerequisite of effective instructions for computer
science education in K-12. The presentation, targeting a lightning-talk session, suggests the evaluation
framework of computational thinking. Scratch, a block-based programming environment, is intended to
introduce computational thinking to novice programmers, especially young kids in elementary or secondary
education. Developing Scratch programs requires computational problem-solving skills, including
decomposition of tasks, logical reasoning, pattern recognition, abstraction, flow control, and so on. By
analyzing students’ Scratch programs, teachers can reveal students' CT. However, teachers do not have
enough guidance regarding the evaluation of Scratch program. The presentation proposes a conceptual
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framework to evaluate CT by analyzing Scratch programs. It also suggests utilizing artificial intelligence to
evaluate CT based on the framework.

23.

Jeehyeong Kim (Kennesaw State University), "Genetic deep learning to wireless resource allocation"
I hope to describe how to apply deep learning to high dimensional integer problem like a complicate wireless
resource allocation. A combination of deep learning and genetic algorithm would be firstly described, which
is supposed to submitted to ICC 2020. Furthermore, applying Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) would
be introduced as a future work.

24.

Chol Hyun Park (University of Nevada Las Vegas), "Renewable Energy transaction on BlockChain"
In the recent decade, self-consumption and local renewable energy communities are growing, especially in
California, North Carolina, Arizona and Nevada. In these communities, approximately twenty percent of
electricity comes from solar generation. However, what happens if a household generates more than what
they consume? In most cases, the excess energy would go back to the grid with little to no compensation
given by the energy utility. In today’s market, there are countless homeowners who would like to profit from
their own PV system. Unfortunately, there is no energy marketplace that would allow homeowners to sell or
purchase energy to and from their neighbors. Luckily with blockchain, this idea becomes a reality. With the use
of distributed ledger technology, it is possible to perform energy transactions in near-real time from a prosumer
to consumer without the need of a central authority. Our thesis suggests ways to handle the facilitation of
energy transactions using an Ethereum blockchain system in an effortless and efficient way.

25.

Jinoh Kim (Texas A&M University-Commerce), "Machine Learning for Cybersecurity Analytics"
The purpose of this research is to propose how future FinTech information systems adopting emerging
technologies such as Blockchain and Cloud Computing can help Finance professionals cross the chasm
between FinTech and themselves. For this purpose, we develop a FinTech demo system using those emerging
technologies and qualitatively analyze the system by using the Grounded Theory and Evidence-Based
Practice. Based on the analysis, we propose how the emerging technologies help both professionals to cross
the chasm by answering Moore’s four fundamental characteristics of FinTech professionals that estrange
Finance professionals. We argue that the chasm between FinTech and Finance professionals can be reduced
because the target FinTech system can meet the expectations of Finance professionals, which are practical,
not visionary. The target bank account system is highly secure, scalable, maintainable, and contractible, which
are the practical references that Finance professionals are seeking.

26.

Hyodong Lee (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), "Topographic deep artificial neural networks
reproduce the hallmarks of face processing in primate inferior temporal cortex"
Face processing in visual cortex has been widely studied and emphasized for its importance in survival
and social communications for primates. Inferior temporal (IT) cortex contains neurons that are
considered to process face-related information and cluster into several regions ("face patches"). While
recent work has demonstrated that deep artificial neural networks (DANNs) optimized for object
categorization are strong predictors of neuronal responses throughout ventral visual cortex, it is
unknown if they reproduce the face processing network in primate visual cortex. In this work, we explore
if DANNs can reproduce the core phenomena of the face network, including the rich spatial
topography of face-selective neurons. We define explicit spatial relationships between units in a DANN,
allowing the computation of spatial patterns in different model layers. We trained these topographic
deep artificial neural networks (TDANNs) to categorize natural images while adhering to a spatial
correlation rule inspired by neuronal wiring-cost constraints. Layers of the trained TDANNs corresponding
to higher visual cortex contain clusters of face-selective units, reproduce core phenomenology of the
face-patch system, and support reported behavioral phenomenology. TDANNs thus reproduce spatial
patterns as well as neuronal response properties of the primate face processing system, suggesting that
a bias toward local correlations during development, along with simultaneous optimization for object
categorization, may guide the formation of topographic maps in higher visual cortex.
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27.

Glenn Ko (Harvard University), "Accelerating Bayesian Modeling and Inference"
Unsupervised machine perception is the next challenge in AI hardware design. In recent years, supervised
learning with deep neural networks has become the main focus for hardware specialization across perception
application tasks such as computer vision, natural language processing, and robotics. However, the success
of supervised learning is limited to applications with large labeled datasets and are very expensive to train,
tune and deploy. In contrast, applications with (1) scarce labeled data, and/or (2) require representing and
manipulating substantial uncertainty or noise, are more typically solved using Bayesian modeling and
inference. In this talk, hardware accelerators for Bayesian modeling and inference are presented.

28.

Myounggyu Won (University of Memphis), "Low Cost WiFi-Based Traffic Monitoring System Using Deep
Learning"
A traffic monitoring system (TMS) is an integral part of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). It is an essential
tool for traffic analysis and planning. One of the biggest challenges is, however, the high cost especially in
covering the huge rural road network. In this talk, I will propose to address the problem by developing a novel
TMS called DeepWiTraffic. DeepWiTraffic is a low-cost, portable, and non-intrusive solution that is built only with
two WiFi transceivers. It exploits the unique WiFi Channel State Information (CSI) of passing vehicles to perform
detection and classification of vehicles. Spatial and temporal correlations of CSI amplitude and phase data
are identified and analyzed using a machine learning technique to classify vehicles into five different types:
motorcycles, passenger vehicles, SUVs, pickup trucks, and large trucks. A large amount of CSI data and
ground-truth video data are collected over a month period from a real-world two-lane rural roadway to
validate the effectiveness of DeepWiTraffic. The results validate that DeepWiTraffic is an effective TMS with the
average detection accuracy of 99.4% and the average classification accuracy of 91.1% in comparison with
state-of-the-art non-intrusive TMSs.

29.

Narae Lee (Georgia Tech), "Artificial Intelligence - Pac-Man game"
This Pac-Man game implements three different algorithms for the Pac-Man agent to get as many points as
possible in the maze. The first algorithm used in the game is Value Iteration Learning. This algorithm takes a
Markov-Decision Process on construction, runs value iteration for a given number of iterations, and computes
Q-value of the (state, action). And it takes the best action according to the Q-value. Unlike Value Iteration
Learning, Q-Learning is a reinforcement learning. The Pac-Man agent does not build on Markov-Decision
Process, but it learns by trial and error by interacting with a real environment and updating Q-value
accordingly. The last algorithm used is called Epsilon Greedy. The agent takes a random action an epsilon
fraction of the time and it follows the current best policy calculated by Q-value otherwise.

30.

Youngwoo Cho (LLNL), "Progressive Up-sampling Audio Synthesis via Effective Adversarial Training"
This paper proposes a novel generative model called PUGAN, which progressively synthesizes high-quality
audio in a raw waveform. PUGAN leverages on the recently proposed idea of progressive generation of higherresolution images by stacking multiple encode-decoder architectures. To effectively apply it to raw audio
generation, we propose two novel modules: (1) a neural upsampling layer and (2) a sinc convolutional layer.
Compared to the existing state-of-the-art model called WaveGAN, which uses a single decoder architecture,
our model generates audio signals and converts them in a higher resolution in a progressive manner, while
using a significantly smaller number of parameters, e.g., 20x smaller for 44.1kHz output, than an existing
technique called WaveGAN. Our experiments show that the audio signals can be generated in real-time with
the comparable quality to that of WaveGAN with respect to the inception scores and the human evaluation.

31.

Nathan Byun (Honeywell), "AI Robot Development in Warehouse Automation"
Honeywell is a company known for manufacturing various products in the field of sensor, IoT/automation and
aerospace/defense - from home thermostats and A/C, sensors for building control, airplane engines, cockpit
modules and even missiles (used to build nuclear warheads). 3 years ago, Honeywell acquired a warehouse
automation company, Intelligrated, and entered the robotics business in Logistics/supply chain area. In this
talk, I'm going to introduce our robots, what we do, discuss the reality and challenges.
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32.

Jongmu Oh (Georgia Tech), "Power of Analytics in E-Commerce"
This talk will discuss overview of what data analytics is, steps to do it, and share personal findings as an analytical
consulting manager at Canada Post, USPS of Canada. The talk will emphasize the importance of business
objectives and communication to enable power of data and technology.

33.

Hun-Jeong Kang (US Bank), "Business Operation Optimization Based on Machine Learning"
Financial organizations face game-changing threats and opportunities in the competitive and rapidly
changing market. In order to survive in this business landscape and further gain competitive advantages,
financial services are reshaping themselves by adopting artificial intelligence (AI) and data science for a range
of applications. In this talk, I will briefly introduce a business use case showing how machine learning can
enhance collection operations by determining which customers agencies call among delinquent account
holders.

34.

Seungwon Yang (Louisiana State University), "An End-to-End Framework for Detecting Fake News in
Social Media duringNatural Disasters"
Fake news became an epidemic in this post-truth world in areas such as politics, stock market, or even disaster
responses. A large amount of unverified information may reach a broad audience quickly via social media.
Especially, such spread-ing of fake news, misinformation (false) and disinformation(deliberately false), is
significantly problematic, confusing rescue and recovery actions or costing human lives, during the critical time
of natural (e.g., flooding, hurricanes, earthquakes) and man-made disasters (e.g., school/mass shooting). In
this study, we aim to develop a comprehensive framework to detect fake news events, which spread in social
media during natural disasters. Our framework comprises efficient infrastructure to collect fake news and
related social media data, and to train our detection algorithm based on deep learning. Our deep learning
model is trained with the transfer learning scheme in order to deal with cases with an insufficient size of training
dataset, which are often encountered in real disaster situations. The best detection accuracy of 91 percent
was achieved when the model was trained with the first 28 hours of social media data. As a future work, we
plan to create a man-made disaster fake news dataset for further fine-tuning our model, and try ideas such as
incorporating user profile data and using the latest text embedding approach (e.g., BERT) for the textual
portion of our social media data.

35.

Jongwook Woo (California State University Los Angeles), "Big Data Predictive Analysis using
Deeplearning on Spark"
Big Data architecture has been popular to store and compute the massive data set. And, deep learning has
been moving quickly and that it is known that it has a higher accuracy for the bigger data set. The aim of this
paper is to apply Deep Learning on Spark, that is a Big Data platform. We develop text analysis models in
Amazon AWS Cloud Computing services using Spark ML alone and with Deep learning in order to predict the
recommendation and other trends. Then, we present a comparative conclusion in terms of the accuracy as
well as the efficiency with the traditional Big Data architecture alone and the Deep Learning Spark ML.

36.

Donghoon Kim (Arkansas State University), "Search Prevention with Captcha against Web Indexing"
Captcha can be used to protect malicious web crawling.

37.

Jeonghyun Joo (Korea Air Force Academy), "An Evaluation Measure of the Test Data Quality"
Test data play a pivotal role to determine test effectiveness in finding errors in the software under test. Test
adequacy criteria have been used as the evaluation measure for the quality of test data. However, we cannot
say that one test adequacy criterion is more effective than another in fault finding capability unless they are
in inclusion relation. We suggest an evaluation measure of test data quality in terms of fault finding capability.
This approach is based on the capability of test data to propagate the errors in the software to the monitored
variables. Superior test data based on our evaluation measure will probabilistically reveal more errors than the
other test data. We ran the experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of our evaluation measure. The result
showed that the evaluation measure is adequate to determine the fault finding capability of test data
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38.

Mingon Kang (University of Nevada, Las Vegas), "PAGE-Net: Interpretable and Integrative Deep
Learning for Survival Analysis Using Histopathological Images and Genomic Data"
The major methodological challenges to integrate unstructured gigapixel histopathological images and
structured genomic data are data heterogeneity and complexity. Although the integrative models have
produced higher predictive performance than single data models for cancer survival, most integrative
models require intensive data preprocessing, with manually annotated ROIs on histopathological images,
and stringent feature selection to reduce the number of input features, e.g., using well-known genomic
biomarkers from the biological literature. Therefore, we propose a biologically interpretable, integrative
deep learning model that integrates histoPAthological images and GEnomic data, called PAGE-Net, not
only to improve survival prediction, but also to identify genetic and histopathological patterns that may
cause different survival rates between patients.

39.

Elden Park (KSEA-USC), "Next-generation web: Decentralized knowledge base"
Decentralized knowledge base, which I am currently working on, is a system where information is stored not in
the proprietary infrastructure, but in many of the nodes in the network. It runs on top of InterPlanetary File System
(IPFS) and Git to ensure any intellectual property is chunked and dispersed throughout the network as well as
is version tracked.
Such a notion of having both functions (behaviors) and data of software shared across the peers is what we
haven't seen much on the tech hemisphere. With its resilience, performance, and the way it allows us to make
a resolution, the concept of decentralization seems to have the potential to be the core of next generation
web.

40.

SoRa Han (SunMoon university), "The Genome Analysis of the Plant and Algae Polysac-charide
Utilisation Loci (PUL) of Mucilaginibacter sp. PAMC 26640 Isolated from an Arctic Lichen"
We proposed that PAMC 26640 isolated from Arctic lichen contains an interesting enzyme for the role in
the degradation of complex polymers through computer analysis tool. These polysaccharide hydrolyzing
enzymes carry great potential as it provides a better understanding of evolution in the Arctic lichen
environment, and it has great potential in the industries.

41.

Kijin An (Virgina Tech), "Facilitating the Evolutionary Modifications in Distributed Web Apps via
Automated Refactoring"
Actively used software applications must be changed continuously to ensure their utility, correctness,
performance, safety, etc. To perform these changes, programmers spend a considerable amount of time and
effort pinpointing the exact locations in the code to modify, a particularly hard task for distributed applications.
In such applications, server/middleware misconfigurations and network volatility often cause performance and
correctness problems. My dissertation research puts forward a novel approach to facilitating the evolutionary
modifications of distributed applications via automatic, domain-specific, architectural refactorings. By flexibly
changing the application architecture, with different functionalities becoming local or remote at will,
programmers can more easily perform various kinds of perfective and adaptive modifications, including
performance profiling, safety adaptations, and fault-handling. In the age of pervasive distribution, the
deliverables of this research can become helpful tools in the toolset of programmers that face the challenges
of maintaining and evolving modern computing applications.

42.

Chan Park (University of California, Riverside), "Development of Natural Gas Fuel Quality Sensor"
Fuel Quality (i.e. Wobbe Index) of Natural Gas is known to vary seasonally and regionally depending on the
geological region. Wobbe Index is predicted using mathematical modeling and machine learning techniques,
and Wobbe Index sensor was developed by incorporating predicted model.

43.

Seon Ho Kim (University of Southern California), "Spatial Coverage Measurement of Geo-Tagged Visual
Data"
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Due to the popularity of GPS-equipped cameras such as smartphones, geo-tagged image datasets are widely
available and they became a good source to record every corner of urban streets and to understand people’s
everyday life. However, even in the presence of such large visual datasets, a simple question is not yet
answered about how much such data cover a certain area spatially. For example, when we have millions of
geotagged images in San Francisco, how do we know if this dataset visually covers the city completely or not
in an intuitive way? Do we have visual coverage of a specific region from all directions or from only a certain
direction? This paper provides an answer to such a question by introducing new measurement models to
collectively quantify the spatial and directional coverage of a geo-tagged image dataset for a given
geographical region. Our experimental results using large real datasets demonstrate that our proposed models
are able to well represent the spatial coverage of a geo-tagged image dataset, which is comparable to
human perception.

44.

Sang Kim (Iowa State University), "Low-Latency Integrity Check for Short Data Packets"
A core requirement in emerging networked sensing and decision making systems, such as the Internet of Things
(IoT) and autonomous vehicles, is that the data integrity is maintained as the data move through the network.
The requirements for latency are also much more demanding than the traditional applications, because the
data are often collected and acted upon immediately. A common approach for addressing the integrity is to
append a message authentication code (MAC) on the data. Such an approach, however, results in a
significant overhead for short data packets which represent the most common form of traffic generated by
sensors and controllers. In this talk, I will discuss low-latency integrity check methodology for short data packets
in networked sensing and decision making systems. The proposed approach involves a cryptographic integrity
check that employs a short MAC, thereby reducing the overhead for integrity check, followed by a physical
layer integrity check that detects any remaining false data that the cryptographic integrity check misses. The
physical-layer technique exploits an overheard, but unattackable, copy of the true data as a reference in
verifying the correctness of received data. The fundamental challenge is that the overheard data provides
only a noisy (erroneous) information due to channel impairments. To overcome the challenge, the abundance
of sensor nodes that communicate to a common node can be leveraged. The MAC length can also be
adapted to the integrity at the physical layer in order to minimize the overhead for integrity.

45.

Dal Hyung Kim (Kennesaw State University), "Image Registration for fluorescence-based brain images in
larval zebrafish"
Fluorescent-based brain imaging in animals such as mice, zebrafish, drosophila, and c-elegance has been
highlighted recently since optogenetic tools have been developed. Optogenetics is a method that utilized a
light to control and observe cells’ activities, especially neurons. Simultaneous measurement of behavior and
brain activities in freely behaving larval zebrafish has been introduced to study the underlying dynamics
between behavior and brain activities. In this talk, the image registration method for brain image in freeswimming larval zebrafish in three-dimensional (3D) spaces has been discussed. Since a larval zebrafish swims
randomly and spontaneously, neurons in the brain undergo translation, rotation, and deformation in 3D space.
To align these images, we applied the two-step registration scheme. First, a rigid-body image registration
applied to find the translations and rotations in 3D space. Then, the non-rigid registration, a piecewise image
registration, is applied to earn cellular-resolution alignment. Then post-process is applied to reduce noises in
cell signals, and we earned single-cell resolution neuron signals in freely swimming larval zebrafish. The image
similarity is measured using the Pearson correlation, and the algorithm is implemented in GPUs. (lightning-talk
session preferable)

46.

Sejun Song (University of Missouri Kansas City), "ICE-MoCha: Intelligent Crowd Engineering using Mobility
Characterization and Analytics"
Human casualties at entertaining, religious, or political events often occur due to a lack of proper
crowd management. Notably, for the crowd in mobile, a minor accident can create a panic for the
people to start stampeding and trampling. Although many smart video surveillance technologies are
proposed for crowd-counting, they lack the capability and scalability to predict a crash in real-time
among the mobile crowd for preventing any potential disaster.
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In this talk, we present ICE-MOCHA: intelligent crowd engineering using mobility characterization and
analytics. ICE-MOCHA proposes to fill the video surveillance gap by using RF signal analytics. Among
the many crowd mobility characteristics, we tackle object group identification, speed, and direction
detection for the mobile group. We also apply them to group semantics to track crowd status and
predict potential accidents and disasters. Experimental results in various scenarios show the potency of
ICE-MOCHA.
47.

MinKyoung Kang (Microsoft), "The Effect of Active User Counts on Revenue: A Case Study on Office 365"
In this talk, I will present causal inference for revenue attribution problem.

48.

Byung-Hak Kim (Alpha Health, formerly Udacity), "LumièreNet and after!"
I will present LumièreNet, a simple, modular, and completely deep-learning based architecture that
synthesizes, high quality, full-pose headshot lecture videos from instructor’s new audio narration of any length.
Unlike prior works, LumièreNet is entirely composed of trainable neural network modules to learn mapping
functions from the audio to video through (intermediate) estimated pose-based compact and abstract latent
codes.

49.

Eunyoung Jang (University of Wisconsin-Witewater), "Our Twitter Hashtag: Understanding Public
Perception of Immigrants and Refugees"
Background and Purpose Issues involving immigrants and refugees (I&R) are challenging, but there have been
are few studies of social media’s influence on public perception of I&R. In recent years, research has shown a
great deal of interest in the possibility of using social media to measure public opinion. We feel this is an
appropriate resource for analysis and study of public perception of these populations. The purpose of this study
is to use social media monitoring in examining information about public attitudes toward I&R. Specifically, our
study has two aims: 1) to describe the public perception of I&R as expressed on social media via Twitter, and
2) to provide recommendation for programs or policies that could lead to changes in the public perception
of I&R. Methods: We extracted data from Twitter; we collected more than 20,000 tweets referencing refugee(s)
and immigrant(s), using tweets made in the last 12 months (April 2018 through April 2019) as search strings. We
collected Twitter data via Twitter’s premium search API and full-archive development environment and used
RESTful programming techniques in Python. We used Python libraries to collect and package data for further
analysis. We used R language and R packages such as “tm,” “ggplot2,” “dplyr,” and “sentiment” to analyze
the Twitter data. We limited the search geographically to tweets from the US, written in the English language,
and we exclude retweets for each hashtag. Results: Of the 21,995 tweets, 58.5% included #immigrant(s) and
41.5% included #refugee(s). Using sentiment analysis, we found that overall public discourse was higher on the
positive side of I&R (58.4% for immigrant[s] and 57% for refugee[s] than the negative side (41.6% for immigrant[s]
and 43% for refugee[s]). However, the shift was not significant in the past one year. People who tweeted using
#immigrant(s) most commonly used the terms “donaldtrump,” “border,” and “immigration”; tweets using
#refugee(s) most commonly included the terms “buildthewall,” “donaldtrump,” and “children.” The frequency
of use of these words may have been related to recent social issues. During the period over the US experienced
political or social events related to I&R crisis (for example, President Donald Trump’s Executive Order 13767,
titled “Border Security”). People who tweeted positively about I&R expressed feelings of anticipation, trust, and
joy. Conversely, those who tweeted negatively about I&R expressed feelings of anger, fear, and disgust.
Conclusion : To our knowledge, this was the first study of public opinion toward I&R using Twitter hashtag
analysis. In our study, a comprehensive review of Twitter data on public perception of I&R reveals that overall
perception of I&R was positive in the past year despite the US government’s current immigration policies, which
are unfavorable and hostile to I&R. Specific implications will be discussed.

50.

Taeho Jung (University of Notre Dame), "Developing Secure Multiparty Computation with the Minimum
Communication Round"
Secure multiparty computation (MPC) is a cryptographic primitive that provides data security for the
applications that require joint computation among multiple parties (e.g., online auctions, voting, multi-national
satellites coordination). One of the limitations is its communication round complexity. MPC protocols with one
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round is known to have vulnerabilities, and it is known that we need two rounds to avoid those vulnerabilities.
We develop and implement the first one-round MPC protocol by utilizing trusted hardware, and present the
data achieved from extensive global-scale experiments performed in Amazon AWS between Ireland and the
United States.

51.

Chung Sam (City University of Seattle), "Blockchain and Cloud Computing for Future FinTech Information
Systems"
The purpose of this research is to propose how future FinTech information systems adopting emerging
technologies such as Blockchain and Cloud Computing can help Finance professionals cross the chasm
between FinTech and themselves. For this purpose, we develop a FinTech demo system using those
emerging technologies and qualitatively analyze the system by using the Grounded Theory and
Evidence-Based Practice. Based on the analysis, we propose how the emerging technologies help both
professionals to cross the chasm by answering Moore’s four fundamental characteristics of FinTech
professionals that estrange Finance professionals.
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